
Artemis YPP - Child Care Staff 

The transition back after the summer has been very smooth as all the children 

were returning from last year. This could be due to fond memories of their 

experiences in the daycare as well as their strong attachment to their 

caregivers.  Even after so many years in the field, the caregivers are always 

surprised at how much the children 

change in such a short amount of 

time. Crawlers are walking, teeth 

are sprouting, and words are 

understandable! One of the 

highlights of the new year is joining 

the school on their first field trip 

and this year we went to Willows 

Beach. It was a delight to see the children embrace the experience of the 

outdoors - sun, sand, water and cold. For some of the littlest ones, it was their 

first experience with the ocean. It was a joy to see their amazement! 

Apples. Apples. Apples!!! 

This Autumn Artemis began our second year partnering with LifeCycles Growing 

Schools program. Every other Friday Shereen visits our backyard garden and 

together with students we do a variety of outdoor and kitchen projects while 

linking to science curriculum. So far this year we have harvested all the delicious 

late summer produce including: tomatoes, basil, scarlet runner beans, chard, 

garlic, and lots of pumpkins! At community lunch we have featured our bounty in 

homemade pesto, salads, and soups. 

For the first time this year we have benefited from LifeCycles Fruit Tree Project 

where community volunteers harvest and distribute 

fruit from urban orchards. Shereen brought us two 

giant boxes of heirloom apples. We have been busy 

finding different ways to use them to nourish and 

provide for our program participants. From making 

apple sauce and baby food in mom’s group to 

dehydrating apple rings, and baking muffins and 

upside-down caramel apple cake, we are making the 

most of our seasonal gift!  
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We used this delicious sauce as a dip for 
Salad Rolls (spicy and non-spicy variations 
pictured above) and a flavor booster for rice 

bowls. Yum! 

INGREDIENTS: 

1 1" piece ginger, peeled 

2 small garlic cloves 

1/2 cup creamy peanut butter  

2 tablespoons reduced-sodium soy sauce 

1 tablespoon fresh lime juice 

1 teaspoon (packed) light brown sugar 

1/4 -1/2 teaspoons crushed red pepper flakes 

PREPARATION: 

With motor running, drop ginger and garlic 
clove into a blender and blend until finely 
chopped. Add peanut butter, soy sauce, lime 
juice, brown sugar, red pepper flakes, and 1/3 
cup water and blend, adding more water by 
tablespoonfuls if needed to thin, until 
smooth. DO AHEAD: Peanut sauce can be 
made 3 days ahead. Transfer to a small bowl, 
cover, and chill. Bring to room temperature 
before using. 

Peanut Sauce Recipe 
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Yoga and Youth 

For the past month weekly yoga sessions have been held at here at Artemis - we’ve been so fortunate to have new yoga mats, 

blocks and straps to create a thorough and safe environment for students participating in the practice. Students begin each 

practice by focusing on a positive “mantra” or intention- this has been beneficial in opening communication amongst the students. 

After the group discussion on the topic, students have been learning various breathing 

techniques to calm their nervous system. The physical practice of yoga has been playful and 

gentle, with the teacher Nicole having an intuitive sense to read the room and creates the 

class based on the mood of students. The most magical part-, and students’ favourite, is the 

final savasana (relaxation) which is accompanied by warm lavender cloths, guided 

mediation and soothing music. Students have been coming back repeatedly each week and 

have made comments such as “No matter how stressful my day is, I know soon as I leave 

yoga I will feel so much better, relaxed and calm”.  

Staff Pro-D 

Artemis Place Young Parent Program is part of the BC 

Alliance for Professionals Serving Young Parents. A 

group from Artemis recently attended their annual 

conference 

in North 

Vancouver 

and had the 

opportunity 

to hear Kim 

Barthel 

speak. She is a trained Occupational Therapist and 

Neurobiologist and weaves together behavior and 

neurology with the impacts of trauma and development. 

Her teachings reinforced our approach to practice 

considering attachment theory and how all our work is 

rooted in relationship. If you ever have the chance to 

hear her speak, we highly recommend her!   

Monthly TC Challenges! 

This year our TC groups have 

been engaging in monthly 

challenges against each other 

to strengthen their creativity, 

teamwork, and innovation. TC 

groups so far have had to 

build a table and a boat that 

floats. During each design challenge, students are given a variety of 

random materials and asked to build their structures as efficiently as 

possible. After they are built teams must showcase what they’ve 

created to each other and the judge(s). The structures have all had to 

withstand a certain amount of weight so far. (We even had one table 

that could withstand students sitting on it!) Students have been 

working hard as teams to build incredibly creative and strong 

structures; needless to say the judges have had a hard time choosing a 

winner every time. We are looking forward to seeing what other 

challenges our TC groups will get to take on this year! 

Would you like to support our programming? Below are a few ways you can help out!  

• Pick up a Thrifty Foods Smile Card from Artemis Place and a portion loaded onto the card is donated to Artemis Place.  

• Use the Artemis Place Co-Op membership number when filling up with gas: the number is 72736  

• Contribute monthly by Pre-Authorized Debit (PAD) on the fifteenth of each month  

Contact info@artemisplace.org to set up (PAD) or to have a Thrifty Fundraising card sent by mail. Your generous support 
allows Artemis Place to continue offering enriched and nurturing programming to our students, and their babies and toddlers.  


